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Louis Jadot has been one of the most recognised names in Burgundy for nearly

200 years – their growth always linked to quality and complete respect for

their vineyards and terroir. These days they own or directly control almost

132ha in the Côte d’Or, including over 90 individual vineyard sites, 84ha in the

Beaujolais Crus and 18ha in the Mâconnais primarily in Pouilly Fuissé –

increasingly in recent years their light touch treatment within their vineyards is

being reflected by a move towards organic and biodynamic endorsement.

Widely regarded as one of Beaujolais’ leading estates, Chateau des Jacques

has been a part of the Jadot portfolio for over twenty years and continues to

set the highest of standards. Whilst white Beaujolais is still regarded as

something of a niche product and volumes represent a tiny fraction of overall

production, this is a really gorgeous example of the appellation and serves to

demonstrate just how good this “mini White Burgundy” can be – crisp, fresh,

unoaked Chardonnay, this has a glorious purity of flavour to it – nectarine

notes dancing a tango with white peach and citrus flavours and a steely

minerality making its presence felt on the finish.

Chateau des Jaques, Beaujolais Blanc

Pagos del Galir, Godello

Zuccardi, Valles Torrontes

Chateau des Ferrages, Provence Rose

Hancock and Hancock, Tempranillo

Errazuriz, Aconcagua Alto Carmenere

T H I S  M O N T H ' S  W I N E S

Chateau des Jaques Beaujolais Blanc

Pierre-Henry Gagey, President of Louis Jadot The cellars at Pagos del Galir



Chateau des Ferrages, Provence Rose

Rhone Valley superstars Maison Chapoutier took over this
stunning Provencal property in 2016 armed with an
ambition to produce some of the best rose in the world.
In a very competitive field, they are already creating
waves as this beautifully balanced offering exemplifies.
From vineyards planted on clay and limestone, this ultra
pale rose has notes of grapefruit and peach, a gorgeous
strawberry character on the mid-palate and a dry,
minerally finish.

Hancock and Hancock, Tempranillo

With barbecue season in full swing, this robust red from
the Robert Oatley stable is the perfect accompaniment.
Hailing from Australia’s McLaren Vale, it’s deeply
coloured, intensely flavoured and loaded with dark fruit
and spice – better slap another couple of steaks on!

 

Pagos del Galir, Godello
 
Founded as recently as 2002 in Valdeorras, Virgen del
Galir keep things simple by championing two local
varieties – Mencia and Godello. This is an absolute delight
– beautifully fresh and floral but with a glorious
concentration and textural richness on the palate thanks
to extended lees ageing – hugely impressive.

Zuccardi, Valles Torrontes

Beautifully aromatic white from superstar winemaker,
Sebastien Zuccardi. From high altitude vineyards in Salta,
this has a gorgeous freshness and zest with flavours of
lychee, orange peel and spice and a crisp acidity on the
finish.
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Errazuriz, Aconcagua Alto Carmenere

Established in 1870, Errazuriz is part of Chile’s “Wine

royalty” with extensive vineyard holdings across much of

the country’s wine-growing regions. This outstanding red

hails, as the name suggests, from some of their finest

vineyards in the Aconcagua Valley. Full flavoured with

distinct aromas of dark fruits and spice and a richness

which coats the palate with flavours of blackberry and

hints of dark chocolate.
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José and Sebastián Zuccardi of the Zuccardi winery

The late Bob Oatley (central) with his son Sandy Oatley (right) and Chris
Hancock MW (Hon) (left)

Eduardo Chadwick and Francisco Baettig of The Errazuriz Winery


